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This is an auspicious day and I would like to
celebrate it with you. You see, not only have you just
downloaded an awesome guide packed with
practical self-care tips and rituals, but you are also
opening a gateway to whole new level magic in your
life. I hope you are excited as I am!

It has been a long journey in the making, and after
years of tuning into the rhythm of the moon to find a
more effortless flow with life, I can say that this guide
has managed to bring all of my insights together,
into a simple, practical, week by week approach,
that even the busiest of women, like you, can
integrate into your life.

So, when you ready, let's dive in.

Hello beautiful Woman,
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I spent years out of sync with my body, riding cycles of highs and
lows that constantly tipped me off balance. I had a pattern of
burnout and I knew I was overdoing it but I couldn't seem to stop
the hamster wheel I was running around, over and over again.

Everything changed when I started paying attention to what the
moon was doing. It turns out her journey of waxing and waning
flows within me and with gentle listening I was able to find a sense
of rhythm in my own energy and create a self-care routine that
has transformed my life!

So what have I learned along the way? Well, that is what this
guide is going to begin to share with you.

How to use the moon to transform your
routines into rituals & make self-care regular &
sustainable.

What questions to ask yourself when it comes
to tuning in to the big picture of your life and
your cyclic patterns.

And probably, most importantly, how to care for
yourself in a way that will restore balance so
that you’ve got more gusto for life! 

Before we begin, let me tune you
into where I am coming from...

You're going to learn...
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The energy of the moon has long been
known to affect the oceans as it orbits
around the earth. Its gravitational pull,
causes the tides to turn, seeds to grow and
life on earth to flourish. Much like the
oceans, our bodies are made up primarily
of water which means we too fluctuate with
highs and lows of the moon.

  In our modern world surrounded by
technology and light pollution, most people
can't even look to the skies to see the
moon at night. Such a disconnection to this
influential force has a profound impact on
our ability to recognise cyclic shifts in our
own state of being.

When we align with the moon it has a
powerful way to deepen our relationship
with self and the awareness of the greater
universal force that we are a part of. Much
like listening to a song that inspires you to
stamp your foot to the beat, attuning with
the moon creates a rhythmic flow that feels
good and comes naturally.

It is both mysterious and infinite.

MAKING MAGIC
WITH THE MOON
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Each month the moon transitions from darkness to light and
back again, the cycle taking 28 days. During this cycle, the
energy of growth is stimulated and then slowly recedes,
much like the cycle of birth, life and death.

Not coincidentally, a women's menstrual cycle, more often than
not, is 28 days long. It too represents the cycle of birth, life and
death as it transitions through the process of ovulation through to
menstruation.

It was quite common, in days of old, for women to sync their
cycles to the moon, they would gather together to celebrate
their life-giving gifts, and the wondrous path through
womanhood.

The connection between Divine Feminine and the moon has
always been sacred, spiritual and infinite.

Mapping your menstrual cycle in relation to the moon is a
deeply revealing practice that will transform how you relate
to yourself. One that I highly recommend doing. I offer a
course in The Art of Ritual - Shamanic Living for Modern
Woman which goes a lot deeper into your own waxing and
waning cycles through menstruation and ovulation. 

For now, you can take a quick look at the Menstrual Luna
Map that is included with the online program to get an idea
of what I am talking about.

A WOMAN’S CYCLIC
CONNECTION TO 
THE MOON
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As you can see there is a tapestry of cycles interweaving,
our blood, the moon, natures seasons and our seasons of
life. It is a complex web that both empowers and instils deep
trust and intuitive connection with our relationship to self.

The moon is calling you, which is why this guide has crossed
your path. It is urging you to come home to the innate
wisdom that you are intrinsically linked in a cyclic dance -
and this empowering realisation is going to align you with a
much greater life force, one that can support you, guide you
and ultimately restore balance.

MENSTURAL LUNA MAP
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It took a little while for me to really tune in to what the
moon's energy felt like and to do so I spent many years
quietly noticing the patterns of my own emotions and life
situations in relation to the moon’s phases. 

Don’t worry, I have saved you lot of the ‘getting to know each
other stage’ by gifting you this guide, and you should be enjoying
a budding relationship with the moon in no time!

To get started, it is helpful to understand that each moon
phase offers new insights and guidance towards
manifesting your dreams and transforming old behaviours
which no longer serve your highest good.

I could write a whole novel about this, and many others
have, however, to keep things simple here is a brief
overview, which includes the 8 phases of the moon in its
complete cycle and how each one influences you in setting
intentions and living your dreams.

THE PHASES OF
THE MOON
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As the moon transitions from New to Full, the energy
builds up and then it slowly recedes as the moon wanes
back to New again. 

In the earliest days of its cycle, the moon is dark, it
invites you to close your eyes and feel inward. It is a
time to be still, and be open. During these days your
inner guidance will be heightened, so it is important to
make time to listen. Pay attention to the signs and
feelings that inspire new ideas and visions.

As the moon begins to grow it builds in energy, it is this
energy that can propel your thoughts into actions. It is
important to remember that your dreams are a lucid form
of energy and they need to be brought into the physical
world where you want to manifest them. I have a few
suggestions for how to do this in the New Moon and
Waxing Moon rituals later on.

Let's look at that in more
detail...

You will know when it is time to take action and,
with the energy of the moon behind you, all you

need to do is back yourself and take a step.

Life has a miraculous way of reaffirming if the time is
right for your dream to ground down and take off. It will
be as if the universe is conspiring to put the right
situations, conversations and people on your path to
make things happen.

Not all dreams are meant to be manifested, it is all in the
timing, so this can be a time when you meet many
challenges and obstacles on your path. Don’t be
deterred by that, in fact, there is a lot of opportunity in
the detours.
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That is where surrender comes in. Every detour is the
universe realigning you on your path. You may think you
are going one way, but in actual fact, you going another.
Let go and trust… you are exactly where you are meant
to be!  

When the moon becomes full it is at its greatest
illumination and power, some say it is the
supercharged time to be getting things done,
however in my experience I find that it can be a little
erratic. Whether your intentions are taking root or
not, the Full Moon, to me, is a time to let go and
celebrate. To be grateful for all that you have and to
see everything in your life through the shining silver
light of the moon.

After all of the build-up, the Full moon reaches its peak
and begins its return to darkness. In the days after the
full moon, you may feel like you are ‘coming down’ from
an energetic high, with excessive thoughts and an
overactive monkey mind leading the way. Life will still be
moving at the pace you have been for the last few weeks
so it is you who has to reset the timing.

This is when you begin to slowly turn inward. To create a
little more space in your calendar and set your priorities
around completing any projects that are mid-process.
You may find that this is a time when you get a little
frustrated at situations that are ‘holding you back’ from
achieving that sense of completion. 

You see, as you evolve so too does your purpose and not
all of your dreams will serve whom you are becoming. 
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It’s good to notice any negative thoughts, critical self-talk, pent up
emotions as they happen. Notice them, but avoid wanting to fix them,
it is totally natural. In fact, the energy of the waning moon, for me, is
not dissimilar to PMS. The key is letting go.

Empty yourself. Allow time for rest, sleep, contemplation and stillness.
This is the key to restoring balance before beginning the cycle again.

As the New moon approaches you will be nourished by the quiet
energy of the waning moon, and empty enough to slowly begin filling
your cup with new inspirations. Then it is time for another ride!

Completing the
luna cycle...

Use this time to
continue letting go,

dissolving all needs,
wants and desires. Let

go until you feel like
there is nothing more to

let go of. 
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Without over complicating it, sacred self-care is all about caring for
yourself in empowering ways. This will be different for everyone,
however, in my experience, it really comes down to making a
wholehearted commitment to yourself.

My sacred self-care intentions are:

COMMITTING TO YOUR
SACRED SELF CARE

Again, this is a completely unique experience for everyone as we all
have a different view of what contributes to our state of well-being. 

You may like to take a moment now to think about the aspects
support your inner and outter harmony... you may like to think beyond
the traditional work, family, health etc

What qualities help you to experience the fullness of your Sacred
Self?

Write them down...

Setting your intentions for sacred self-care is a
wonderful practice that takes you to the centre of

your being to discover what is really needed to
support harmony, love and freedom in your life.

To be in the here and now as much a possible, living with
mindfulness.
To nourish myself in ways that enliven my connection to the
sacred, my feminine essence and my intuitive guidance.
To continually come back to the awareness that I am one with
a much greater universal life force.
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Rate each one from 1 - 10. One being neglected, ten being fulfilled.
How well are you tending to that aspect of yourSelf?

Here is an example:

_ /10      Creativity
Am I open to inspiration? Passion? Expressing my authenticity & soul
in as many ways as possible (dance, song, art, spoken or written
word)?

_ /10      Pleasure 
Am I open to... my sensory experiences of taste, touch, smell, sound
& sight? Listening to my physical body and what it needs? Intimacy
and sensuality?

_ /10      Receptivity 
Am I open to... asking for help? Receiving compliments? Abundance
in all its forms (including money)?

_/10      Travel / Adventure 
Am I open to... new experiences? Embracing change? Thinking
outside of the box? Getting out of my comfort zone?

_ /10     Self Nurturing / Compassion
Am I open to... forgiveness for myself and others? Seeing the divine
in all things? Softening my heart? Giving freely? 

_ /10      Intuition
Am I open to... my dreams? My inner guidance? My need for solitude
and stillness? Creating space for mySelf?

_ /10      Learning
Am  I open to... asking questions? Being curious? Going within for
the answers I seek? Embracing the unknown?

_ /10      Soul Purpose / Calling
Am I open to... living my passion? Being in service to the greater
whole? Trusting the universe? The signs and symbols on my path?

This little exploration may help you to determine where to invest your
time and energy when you have those special moments to tend to
your self-care.
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Over the years I have come to understand the nature of the four
phases of the moon in relationship to our creative process. Much of
my burn out in the past has come from jumping between dreaming
and doing, when I began to understand the importance of each phase
I was able to create a sustainable self-care routine that created more
harmony. 

FINDING WHOLENSS

 
DREAM

Make time to dream, ponder, consider all of the possibilities?
Plan through the logistics and organise yourself?
Focus on the task with minimal multi-tasking and get it done?
Do you pause to celebrate the completion of a project or task?
Do you release and let go before starting something new?

Consider your own patterns. When you have a project or task do
you...

Anyone stage missed can create the potential for imbalance. You
may like to notice how you move through this cycle in your day to day
life and over the course of the luna cycle.

 
PLAN

 
DO

 
CELEBRATE

LET GO

WAXING MOONFULL MOON

WANING MOON NEW MOON
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So how committed do you
need to be?

Well, that is completely up to you, but this would be a good
time to remind you that the most important relationship you
will have in your life, is the one you have with yourself... 

When you are attentive to your needs, caring,
loving, respecting, honest and open with
yourself, then you can foster these same

qualities in every other relationship in your life.
It has to start within!

Don’t get me wrong, it is not always easy. When life gets busy one
of the first things to drop off the list of priorities is self-care, and it
is usually when we need it the most - this is where working with
the moon comes in.

The moon’s phases invite you to make time for yourself on the
calendar. Like making a date with a friend ot a lover, once you
make the commitment to be there, you show up. A date with
the moon is exactly the same, once a week or at the least
once a fortnight you pencil space on your schedule to do
something special with the moon, something that will nourish
your soul and replenish your body and mind.  
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The word ritual brings to mind mystical
imagery, painted by historians in occult books
of magic and religion. My definition, however,
has a more contemporary feel, a union of
love and intention, which connects to the
present moment and the intrinsic web that
weaves all living things together as one. 

Throughout history, rituals have been
designed to bring an individual something that
is otherwise lacking or needed, to ease day-to-
day life.

Native Americans, for example, are
known for their rituals to call for rain,
practised during periods of drought. The
Mayans and Aztecs practised bloody
rituals based on human sacrifice in order
to appease the gods and to gain
abundance and prosperity.

The ancient ways have been lost in the busy-
ness of the world. With the distractions of
television, internet and mobile phones
consuming every moment it is no surprise that
what is lacking in the world today is time,
space and stillness. 

CREATING
RITUALS FOR
SACRED SELF
CARE
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What many don’t realise, and you may be among the many, is
that Nature is the key. The natural rhythm and pace of life is set
by Nature, however, the expansion of concrete jungles (cities)
and technology has disconnected this elemental flow and
replaced it with an endless ‘on’ switch.

When you tune into nature, the changing seasons, the
energetic cycles of the sun and moon, and the essential
qualities of earth, air, fire and water that are present in all
living things, then you open to the guidance of a much
greater force, one that offers a sustainable flow of energy
and cultivates a wholesome state of well-being. 

Nature is the key...

It is pretty straight forward, no blood sacrifices or eccentric
costumes, simply turning off auto-pilot, and tuning into life
as it is happening, finding new ways to pause, connect,
celebrate and marvel at the wonders of life.

Rituals are  way for you to reconnect to nature and
nurture that which is lacking in your everyday life.
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I am going to share with you 4 practical moon rituals to inspire
you to live more magic and be pro-active in creating the life you
are living.

Each offers a series of questions to do a little ‘inner exploration’
and a handful of practices to help you tune in to yourself and the
present moment.

I have attempted to keep the language secular, and I welcome
you to use words and imagery that resonates for your own beliefs.

The art of ritual is unique, it doesn't matter how many you
celebrate, everyone will be different because each is an
opportunity to tune into yourself in the present moment, and every
moment is a one and only experience.

One thing you can rely on is that the cycles of the moon offer a
comfortable and reliable pattern. This guide offers you the
foundations for establishing your own moon rituals. As you
journey listen to your guidance and let it shape how you work
with the moon. I share my experience to empower yours.

In this guide...
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Finding the right place for your ritual
is important. You want to feel safe,
undisturbed and free to be expressive.
How much space you need all comes
down to how you want to express
yourself. If you are wanting to move,
stretch and be in your body then you
will need more space than if you are
just wanting to lye down or sit and
write. 

You may feel called to be outside,
especially when working with the
moon, I recommend exploring spaces
outdoors - the beach, a park, in your
garden, under a tree somewhere - you
may not go there often but it is good to
remember that the option is always
available to you as a ritual space. 

Creating a sacred space is a special
ritual unto itself, and it is really worth
the effort. Picture the difference
between preparing the table for a
romantic evening, with candles,
flowers and all the trimmings,
compared to having dinner at the
kitchen bench. 

PREPARING FOR
YOUR RITUAL
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Take a moment to tune into what you need, do you need silence
or some soft music? What kind of lighting would be right? Do you
want comfy nest to curl up in or some clear space on the floor to
move around? Will an aromatic smell feel good? 

At first, you may just work with things you have around the house,
eventually, you may go out and get yourself a few special things
to inspire a soulful connection. 

The list of things you can use to embellish your space is
pretty endless, in fact, I have written The Ultimate Guide
to Create a Sacred Space which includes some great
ideas and a few of my favourite ‘must-have’ sacred
items for you to check out on my website.

For the time being, start with what you have got, and have a bit
of fun.

How you choose to
create your sacred
space is up to you...

I LOVE to have candles, incense, aromatherapy oils,
crystals, plants, dried herbs, shells, flowers and other
things from nature, music, statues, books and oracle

cards in my sacred space.
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Cleansing and preparing my ritual space which is a little
different to creating a sacred space.

Cleansing the space is all about shaking up the energy,
getting rid of stagnant blockages and welcoming wholesome
flow into the room. There are many ways to cleanse a
space, a few of my favourites are:

Taking a shower or having a bath is another great way to
cleanse your physical energy, although you may find simply
preparing the space helps you to shift gears after a day of
work to get ready for some you time. Either way, it is all
about shaking off, what was, to get ready for, what is.

All of my rituals begin by...

sound - putting on music, banging a drum, stamping my feet
or making verbal sounds 
physically sweeping/vacuuming the floors
smudging (burning herbs or incense)
using aromatherapy or crystal elixirs 
dusting and wiping down the surfaces 

Keeping a diary or journal is a great way of tuning into
your cyclic patterns and the synergy of life, it is also a
very helpful tool for empowering your dreams, visions,
and ideas. 

Creating a couple of music playlists to inspire
meditation and movement, can help to set the tone of
your ritual. You may like to have a small speaker or
headphones close by for when the moment calls for
sound. 

Lighting a candle at the start of your ritual is a great way
to acknowledge the intention to welcome more light into
your life. 

Things you will need...
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The following 4 rituals will guide you
through a combination of self-care
practices and explorations. I
recommend taking the time to read
through each to get a good overview.
Then take out your calendar and mark
the dates for the moon phases so that
you can plan some time with yourself.
If possible try to make each date within
3 days of the moon phase, for
example, New Moon is on the 9th,
book your date on the 8th, 9th or 10th.

Each ritual is unique in its own right.
They are an expression of where you
are at in the moment and the best way
to honour that is to tune into your inner
guidance and feel what it is that you
need most during this precious time
with yourself.

Use this guide as a way of exploring
how you like to spend time with
yourself and as you get more
comfortable feel free to customise it to
make it uniquely you.

SO, ARE READY TO
MAKE SOME
MAGIC?

There is no right way - after all it
is really about spending time

with yourself in a way that will
nourish your soul. So go with the

flow and keep it simple.
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It is in this nourishing stillness that we can
deepen our sacred self care and focus our

intentions for the future.

Tuning into your inner guidance may seem like something you
need a whole lot of instruction for, but in reality, to is all about
quietly observing the many signs happening within and around
you.

You see, you are an intuitive being, beyond your brilliant
mind you have a resource that is guiding you 24/7
towards situations and opportunities that will inspire
growth. Don’t get me wrong, your mind comes up with a
lot of great ideas but when it comes to tuning into your
inner guidance, it kind of needs to take a back seat.

During the New Moon, your mind is softened, it is a time of
intuitiveness, and you will find that you are more receptive to your
feelings and instincts. When you quiet the mind you begin to
notice that these impulses are communicating with you all of the
time and although you may not feel like they are clear messages
they are definitely prompting you to act in one way or another.

Like floating in space, the New Moon suspends us in an
energetic bubble that allows a lucid connection to our
inner voice, an openness to the expansive universal
guidance and most importantly the safety and stillness
for peaceful rest.

NEW MOON RITUAL

Ritual
N E W  M O O N
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Close your eyes. Connect to your breath.

Notice situations and conversations that have a common theme.
Pay attention to your gut feelings. Jot down any significant
dreams. Give attention to the feelings that inspire you.

Lean into the darkness of the skies to support long, deep sleep
and intuitive dreams and balance the days with plenty of
opportunities to be soft in your body and mind. 

This New Moon Ritual focuses on welcoming your dreams and
intentions into your physical world. It is a time of reflection,
contemplation and observation, so be sure to allow spaciousness
for this. 

I begin my New Moon ritual by creating a sacred space and
burning a candle to welcome the light into this time of darkness.
My sacred space acknowledges each of the elements of air, fire,
water and earth and for me, it is important to take a moment to
connect with their energy and the support that they offer me. 

You can begin in any way that feels ceremonial and allows you to
arrive in there here and now.

 Feel the support of the earth beneath you, the parts of your body
that are being gently held as they touch the ground, the cushion or
the seat beneath you. 

Breathe deeply, feel the sensation of cool air as it comes in
through your nose, and the warmth on your upper lip as you
breathe out. 

It is time to tune in...

Ritual
N E W  M O O N
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Where am I, in this moment?
What energy is present for me during this
New Moon cycle?
What is my heart's guidance - as I
contemplate the month ahead?
What insights are inspiring me? 
What do I want to BE more of? “I want to
be more…”.

Bring your palms together, rub them backwards and forwards
until you can feel the heat between them, then take your palms
up to cover each of your eyes. Feel the warmth and relax.

Place your hands on your heart, let them rest there for a
moment as you allow your awareness to drop into the space
underneath your fingertips. Imagine your heart beating, the
flow of blood circulating, the heat and the oxygen moving
around your body. Feel all of the elements within you, around
you, supporting you and giving you life.

Let everything soften and sink into the space beneath you.

Let your body become heavy and relaxed.

From this open, spacious place, feel into these questions - you
may like to write down any insights in your diary or journal.

EXPLORE

Ritual
N E W  M O O N
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What does your heart
long for?

The power of manifestation is at its
most potent during New Moon, take
this opportunity to be present to the
moment and to feel into what you
want to create in your life, whether it
is a long term goal or something that
can evolve during the cycle of the
moon.

Dream big, allow yourself to expand
into the unlimited potential that you
have within you. 

It is the nature of the mind to try to
rationalise and critically assess your
ideas. Let the mind take a back seat
and be curious about the feelings that
come up and the direction that they
lead you.

You may find that there isn't a specific
project or idea that you are dreaming
about at this time, and that is totally
ok. Perhaps explore if there is a
quality that you would like to welcome
more of into your life; love, joy,
peace, surrender, release, freedom,
spontaneity, creativity, movement,
just to name a few.

Allow these feelings, qualities and
ideas to perculate within you. Now it
is time to 'welcome them' into your
life.

DREAM BIG

Ritual
N E W  M O O N
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Welcoming your ideas is much the same as setting your
intention, it is a practical experience that helps to ground
something ethereal and make it more tangible. Really, what
you are doing is welcoming that which is already here,
already available to you, into your life.

You do not need to outline the active steps you must take to
achieve them. Sometimes you do not need to understand
how something will happen, you simply need to hold the
intention and trust that if it is for the greater good, then it will
naturally unfold.

Your intentions are your way of co-creating the life you are
living. When you tune into your inner guidance, that
guidance comes from the Source, the creator of all things,
so there is a high chance that it is in alignment with your
soul's purpose.

Writing down your intentions helps to affirm your hearts
desires. The physical act of writing them down allows you to
release them in the physical world, and at the same time to
free them from your mind, and to let go of any attachment
you have to them.

Have you ever found yourself so focused on wanting to
achieve something that you will do anything to make it
happen? The limitation of this is that you may be so focused
on the finish line that you are missing all of the wonderful
new opportunities that are greeting you or redirecting you
along the way.

SET YOUR INTENTIONS

Write down the qualities, feelings, ideas that
have entered your awareness. Write them

with as much depth and clarity as you can.

Ritual
N E W  M O O N
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Releasing your intentions out to the universe is just that,
releasing them. Use the writing process as a physical way of
letting go, as you write each word, feel yourself free of it and
any attachment to the outcome and then let life surprise you.

Once you have finished writing them, take a moment to feel if
there is any lingering attachment, you may decide you want to
burn the piece of paper that they are written on as a way of
acknowledging your release.

Close your eyes and visualise what it will look like, what it will feel
like when your intentions take form. Breathe into the images,
really let yourself go there. Notice any emotions that may rise and
fall and let your intentions rest in your body.

Here are some divine ways of grounding your energy, feeling into
your body and celebrating your co-creation with life:

You may like to put some music on and dance or
move. I find that expression through movement can
help me to embody the energy rising up within and
once it takes a physical form it is able to flow into a
state of consciousness without needing to be labelled
or put in a box. This kind of freedom of expression is
what your soul longs for, and it is an awesome tool
for bringing your manifestations into the physical
world. 

Let go...

VISUALISE & EXPRESS

Ritual
N E W  M O O N
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Get creative...

Get creative, this is your time to express your inner voice, your
soul's voice. Let go of your inhibitions, free yourself and channel
the creative energy within you in ways that rejoice and celebrate
life.

Enjoy this space, this feeling and then let go, release your
intentions into the folds of the New Moon energy.

For those of you with easy access to nature, you may
like to kick your shoes off and go for a walk under the
starlit sky. Feel the beating earth beneath your bare
feet and the expansive sky above your head - rooting
you to a source of strength and stability and opening
you to the infinite potential of your being.

Drawing, painting, sculpting, in fact, any form of art
that allows you to translate a sensation through the
body is a great way of grounding energy into the
physical world. Avoid planning or designing and allow
your artistic creation to move through you. 

One of my all-time favourites is to bath with the moon.
Whether it be a long hot soak in the tub or night time
shower, I love the feeling of being encapsulated in
water, its potent healing qualities help me to feel
cleansed and renewed. Create a sacred space for you
to bathe yourself - if comfortable try bathing in the dark
or with soft candlelight - let the softness of the
experience allow you to fully surrender. Be present to
each passing moment and open to all of your senses.   
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Now is the time to tune into your guidance as it becomes clearer
and inspires you to take action. If the timing is right for your ideas

to seed then this week will be a time of propelled momentum. 

You may be surprised by how effortless it all seems.
Decisions, actions and progress may feel like they are
happening whether you are ready or not. 

New opportunities will present themselves and so too
will challenges. This is also a time where you may face
many obstacles, things that will delay or redirect your
energy if the timing is not quite right. Know that these
challenges surface to help you to realign your dreams
and deepen your commitment to self. Listen carefully
and move with sureness.

The moon is on its journey to full light during the Waxing
phase and as its energy grows so too does yours. Just
like planting a seed, the moons gravitational pull draws it
out from the soil and into life, this is the time when your
intentions become rooted.

The New Moon marked the start of the lunar cycle and
your self-care ritual opened you to your inner guidance
and heartfelt desires. From this place of intention, you
were able to ground your manifesting energy to begin a
new cycle of creation in your life.

As the moon progresses towards full illumination the
energy rises and meets your goals, intentions and ideas.
Like surfing a wave, if you can time it right and gain
momentum, then you can ride it all the way to the shore.
This week is all about the timing.

WAXING MOON RITUAL
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It is valuable to take a step back to look at life from the big
picture, to see all of the small things that are happening to
you in the context of months or even years. Each moment is
a thread that is weaving together the beautiful tapestry, that
is your life.

Begin by creating a sacred space, and burning a candle. When
you light the candle focus on the things that you are feeling most
grateful for in your life. breathe with the thought of each one and
smile.

There is great insight and clarity
during the waxing moon....

EXPLORE

Where is my focus? Is there something
else that is calling for my attention?
What opportunities are coming up for
me?
Am I open to receiving guidance? What
guidance is available?
In what ways can I receive inspiration?
What are the challenges I am facing at the
moment? Are they helping me to move
forward or redirecting me?
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The rising energy of the Waxing Moon can be an uplifting surge
of momentum towards achieving your goals or intentions,
however, it is also a time where the energies can create frantic
thinking, excessive planning and obsessive focus on what you
think you want. Take this moment to breathe into gratitude. 

Bring your awareness to all of the support you have in life and
the things you are enjoying the most - rest in appreciation with
this short meditation.

BE GRATEFUL FOR ALL THAT
YOU HAVE

Take this opportunity to close your eyes. Connect to your
breath. Place one hand on your heart, one hand on your
belly. Notice the flow of breath as it moves through the
space underneath your hands.

Ground yourself in your body, feel your connection to the
space beneath you, you are energetically rooted to the
earth, feel the stability and support.

Breathe into your heart space. Let your awareness of the
space around you dissolve as your retreat inward, into the
vast spaciousness within.  And Breathe.

Rest here for a time. Let thoughts come and go, continue to
return to the nourishing light and love in heart space.
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This gratitude practice is a great way of celebrating all of
the things that you have in life, especially at a time when
you may be very focused on trying to make things happen
in your life.

I share a lot of gentle meditative practices in our online
women's circle if you are interested in exploring them
further come and join us, it's free. I'll share some more
details with you at the end of this guide. Calming the mind
and thoughts is the primary focus, so go ahead and do this
in whatever way feels best for you.

You may also like to write down the things which you feel
especially grateful for at this time.

Bring your awareness to this precious moment, this
deeply caring time with yourself. Notice the gentle
feelings of gratitude bubble up from within you as you
appreciate this sacred heart connection.

Feel the gratitude within you filling your heart space,
overflowing until you feel yourself smiling.

Now bring into your awareness the people in your life
that you are deeply grateful for, their love, their
support, their friendship, companionship and
presence. Breathe into that feeling of gratitude.

Now bring into your awareness the situations in your
life that you are deeply grateful for, think about how
blessed you are to have them.

Now bring into your awareness the connection you
have with the Source, this inner space of tranquillity,
stillness and heart centred guidance that you can
return to any time you need and let yourself be filled
with gratitude.
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There will be a lot of opportunities coming up, some in line with
your intentions and others may be unrelated. Sit with your journal
and record all of the ideas that are inspiring you in this moment.

You may find that this is a challenging time, that every direction
you turn is met with obstacles on your path, open yourself to them
as opportunities for guidance and clarity. Observe any challenges
that you may be facing at this time, without critical judgement or
need to fix them, simply observe them for what they are. Write
about each one and the feelings that come up for you.

Close your eyes, let go of all thoughts and emotions, empty
yourself. Rest for a moment knowing that the wheels are in motion,
things are moving and it is time to hand it over to the universe, to
let go and trust. The universe has a surprising way of bringing that
which you need into your life, sometimes we exhaust a lot of
energy in anxious thoughts about how it will all happen when we
need not. Smile, breathe, let go and trust.

 Sometimes it is easier said than done, so here are a few
suggestions for how you can help your mind and body let go.

JOURNAL WRITING

LETTING GO
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I like to put on some music and shake my body. Starting with my
legs. Softening the joints of the hips, the knees, the ankles, feet and
toes. Allowing them the shake from top to bottom. 

Then I ground the soles of my feet, bouncing up and down on my
heels. 

Freeing the movement into my hips, moving from side to side,
forwards and backwards, round and around. Letting that movement
work its way up my spine, into my rib cage, into my neck. 

Then let it all hang loose. I bend forward at my hips and let my head
hang heavy, my arms hang loose, gently bouncing and rocking side
to side. Feeling the length of the spine opening up. 

Then I begin to welcome movement into my arms. Slowly bringing
myself to standing again, softening the shoulders, the elbows,
wrists and hands, letting the shake reverberate from the top of my
head down and out through the tips of my fingers. Letting the head
rock, sway, hang. Softening all of the joints and allowing them to
shake and bounce freely. 

It is a beautiful practice that I absolutely love. Such a gracious way
of letting go, surrendering and releasing anything that is no longer
serving me. There is a recording of this practice in our Women's
circle - search embodiment practices to find it.

Re-calibrating body shake
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You may notice that I suggest bathing a lot! Bathing for me is beyond
feeling hygienically clean, it is about the energetic release. Letting
the healing power of water wash away that which is no longer serving
me. For this reason, I include bathing (whether it be shower or bath)
in all of my moon rituals. It is especially precious to have night
shower, in a darkened room with the shadows of a candle flame
bouncing off the walls and roof. Sublimely divine!

Bathing with the Moon

This delightful yoga sequence is one that allows you to connect to
your breath, your body, the earth beneath you and the sky above
you.

You can practice this sequence at any time of the day, however, I
find that it has a potent connection to the moon if you wait until the
evening. It is also my personal preference to take this one outdoors,
under the starlit sky.

It may take you a couple of times using the guide, however, the
asanas work their way down one side of the body and then back up
the other, so it doesn't take long to get a flow going.

The most important thing with the sun or moon salutation is that you
move through each position with either an inhale or exhale. Start
standing upright, as you inhale, take the arms to the side and
overhead, as you exhale take both hands to the left, as you inhale
step the feet wide apart and open the arms out to both sides... follow
the beautifully illustrated guide below by Vandana Nilhalani.

 

Chandra Namaskaar - Yoga
Moon Salutation
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These embodying techniques really help me to let go,
surrender, connect with my breath and quiet my mind. As the
moon grows these practices will support you in grounding the
rising energy and helping the mind to find clarity and focus.

Enjoy!

 

Moon Yoga Sequence
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The full moon shines it light on this awareness and whether
your dreams are taking form or not, this is a time a time to

celebrate all that you have and give thanks. 

This can be a hard task, especially if you are feeling the
weight of the obstacles that you have met on your path,
however, every setback, redirection, and lesson
presents a little gift of insight and they are precious
gems, worth being grateful for.

 The moon at its fullest is a time of illumination, the
night's sky is as bright as the day, as is our energy.
Depending on the journey that we have had thus far with
the lunar cycle, we may be wanting to celebrate an
intention coming to fruition or we may be feeling the
weight of the challenges that we have faced.

The moon cycle began its birth with the New Moon, its
dark skies encouraged us to turn inward for guidance,
reflection and manifestation. 

As it transitioned through its first quarter the energy
began to rise. The Waxing moon welcomed clarity,
propelled momentum and an opportunity to sow the
seeds of intention.

Depending on the timing and the alignment of your
intentions with the greater forces of the universe, the
past two weeks may have offered propelled momentum
or resistance and challenges.

FULL MOON RITUAL
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It can be a very useful time for planning social events on
your calendar as you will often have the energy to spare,
you may find that communication comes effortlessly, you
are inspired to take on big projects and make
commitments that offer your time to others.

 It is not uncommon to feel so uplifted that you make all
of these plans and then find yourself not feeling up to
them by the time they come around. 

A really great way of avoiding this situation is to schedule
your calendar around the flow of the Moon phases. Plan
your social gatherings and events in the weeks leading
up to the full moon, and make sure that you allow
spaciousness and rest as the moon wanes into
darkness.

The downside of the Full Moons energetic high is that it
can often be accompanied by frantic overthinking and a
general sense of overstimulation. What is important to
remember is that whatever you are feeling at this time,
will be amplified by the energies of the moon. Whether
that is positive or negative the effects are the same, you
will feel supercharged by them.

The rising energy of the moon is
a stimulating time...

Be aware that whilst basking in the energy of the full moon its
high can make you feel like everything is achievable,

however as it begins to wane so to does your energy.
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The Full Moons offers a safe space for you to meet your shadow side.
In the silver light of the moon your fear, judgement and hurt can be
brought forward and faced. This is the time to enquire about some of
the thoughts, behaviours and situations that may have challenged you
in the past couple of weeks, to hold them in your heart with an open
embrace.

We are often quick to hide from the things that make us feel
uncomfortable when in actual fact they are some of the greatest gifts
we can receive to help us grow. The key is to be present to them
without needing to change them, to simply acknowledge them,
experience them (let the emotions come) and let go, forgive yourself.
This is easier said than done, spend as much time as you need with
this practice and over time you will find a well of self-compassion and
acceptance rising within you.

Where have I become stuck?
What am I holding onto that is no longer
serving me?
What am I ready to let go of?
What gifts has the rising moons energy
shared with me this month?
What have I learned about surrender, trust
and guidance?
What am I most grateful for in this
moment?
What do I see clearly now that I couldn't
see before?

EXPLORE
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Amidst any frustrations or negative emotions, there is
always gratitude. So much learning has happened since
the New Moon and now is the time to feel into gratitude.
The universe responds well to gratitude and so will you.
Let your vibration be uplifted by thoughts of appreciation,
for all that you have, all of the support that you receive
and the unconditional love of the universe. The Full
Moons energy will amplify these feelings of fulfilment
and ripple them into your life in ways you can never
imagine!

Here are a few questions to help get the gratitude
flowing:

What have others done that has benefited
my life—even if I don't know who those
people are?
How can I be thankful for the challenges
that I’ve experienced? What did I learn
from them?
How is my life different today than it was a
year ago? How can I be thankful for those
changes?
What am I taking for granted that, if I stop
to think about it, I am grateful for?

CONNECT TO GRATITUDE
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If you work with crystals, divination tools or any other
sacred items now is the time cleanse and renew them.
There are many ways that you can do this, for me I love
harnessing the high vibrations of the Full Moon to charge
them.

Place your tools on a window sill or preferably outside, I
have a small nature alter in the garden that creates a
sacred space for my tools to recharge however you could
rest them on the ground somewhere safe, put them in a jar
of water under the moonlight, I have a friend who buries
hers in the sand for the night (for those fortunate to live
beachside). It is all about finding what feels good for you!

CLEANSE AND RENEW
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Finally, this is the time to celebrate! We have planted our seeds
and now we are dancing with the universe in a cosmic flow of
co-creation - let this be a time of rejoicing.

You may feel called to plan a special outing with your friends,
indulge in a delicious and somewhat exotic meal or even curl up
and watch an uplifting movie (preferably something a little
magical!) How ever you choose to celebrate may it be
wholeheartedly inspired by vibrant wellness.

CELEBRATE

You will hear me referring to my love of dance over and over
again. It is a practice, for me, that runs as deep as yoga,
meditation and even my love of baths! Conscious movement is
quite different from the broad definitions of 'dance', it is all about
embodying movement and allowing your soul's voice to express
itself through the body.

This looks and feels different for everyone. I would like to offer
you an opportunity to explore some conscious movement as
part of your Full Moon Ritual.

To support you I have created a 1-hour music playlist, that
begins with slow, gentle music, which I encourage you to use as
a way of settling into your body. Perhaps start lying down,
breathing, listening, and then allow your body to guide some
light stretching.

 

CONSCIOUS MOVEMENT
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Let your body guide you...

The whole process is about letting your body guide you, let the
movement rise up from within. A great part of the experience
is that you can let go of your thinking mind for a time! YAY!

The music will build momentum, enough for you to get your
rhythm on, it may be very different to the types of music you
listen to normally, that is ok, this practice is all about exploring
what is in your body in this moment, you don't particularly have
to like the music! 

As the music begins to slow down again, let your body stay
with its movement, even if it is not in time to the music, even if
it feels like there is no rhythm, simply let your body move.

You may find that the slower the music the more called you
are towards sitting or laying down. Follow this flow, see where
it takes you, notice even the subtlest movements, your breath,
your pulse.

Let the dance move through you, notice emotions as they rise
and fall and free your mind. As you move, smile, breathe and
embrace the empowering Full Moon above. You may even like
to take your dance outside into the luminous silver light of the
moon.

 Enjoy this empowering Full Moon and relish in this precious
time with yourself!
 

Open Full Moon
Playlist in Youtube
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Between each task, there is an opportunity to pause and the
waning moon encourages us to do this. It is a great time to give

attention to any projects that are ready for completion and take a
moment to celebrate each one as you do so. 

Give attention to your physical body, make time in
the day to nourish yourself with good food, gentle
exercise and plenty of sleep. Quiet your mind and
allow it to empty.

Now is the time to release and heal, to slow down
and de-clutter in order to make way for the new
cycle.

The moon begins its journey back to darkness and
in its days of Waning, it surrounds us in
spaciousness. Feel the change of speed and allow
yourself to slow down, take rest and re-calibrate.
With so much focus on our intentions and forward
momentum, now is the time to let go and give
attention to self-care.

In the final week of the moon’s phases, the energy
is softening. The last three weeks will have
presented many opportunities of learning, of drive
and of focused intention and as the moon’s energy
begins to recede there is an openness that offers a
welcomed change of pace.

In my garden, I spend this time cultivating the soil,
enriching it with fertilizers and nourishing seaweed
to renew and replenish it before planting the next
seeds - the garden does little good without rest, we
are no different.

WANING MOON RITUAL
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Light a candle and creating a sacred space for yourself to
be still and uninterrupted.

Welcome the presence of the elements, earth, air, fire and
water and allow them to empower your connection to the
greater forces of life.

Connect in with your breath. Feel it moving in and through
you. Allow it's gentle flow in and out to instil a sense of
rhythm that will ease your thoughts, calm your body and
open your heart space. Let the awareness of your breath
lead you into yourself where you can tune into your inner
guidance, what will nurture your being in this moment?

Let the answer to this guide your ritual as you gift yourself
what you need the most.

What is sitting on top (emotionally) for me
right now?
What stood out during this last moon cycle?
What were my biggest blocks or obstacles?
Am I holding onto anything too tightly?
In order to heal, what do I need to let go of?
What have I learned in this moon cycle that
will be valuable in the next?
Is there anything I would do differently next
time around?

Begin...

EXPLORE
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As you approach a new moon cycle it is helpful to take this
opportunity to de-clutter.  Sometimes when your mind, your
house, your life become too full, there is no room for new
energy to come in. This is the sentiment of the Warning
Moon. Empty your mind, liberate your calendar and give
your house a spring clean (I highly recommend offloading
any clothes or possessions that you no longer need - pass
them on, recycle and be ready to welcome the new).

There are plenty of reasons why we hang onto things that
we no longer need and for many the processes of de-
cluttering is overwhelming. It need not be. Break it down,
keep your focus on one area of the house or one aspect of
your life at a time. Don't feel like you need to conquer it all in
a day!

If you get into a rhythm of de-cluttering once a month it
actually gets easier and easier and will become something
you look forward to doing.

A helpful hint when it comes to getting into it... ask yourself:
 What emotion (that isn’t loving or usefulness) is causing me
to hold onto this item and how is it holding me back?  Has
this item been lurking around in the hopes I’ll use it, but I
never do?  Do I have multiples of this item or could a
different item I already have be of better use?  What about
this item is keeping me from having the clean space I desire-
would I truly miss it?

In this age of reuse, re-gift and recycle there are plenty of
great ways to see your clutter uplift another.
 

DE-CLUTTER
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As the energy slows and darkness approaches it is time to
surrender and let go. Release the desire to continue
driving forward, planning and attempting to keep things
moving in the direction that you want them to - it will be a
fruitless endeavour. Let go and surrender, the universe
has got your back, you accomplished more than you think
you did in this month of manifestation and creation.

I was guided to become more aware of the statements I
made that included the word 'should'. "I should go..." "I
should be doing..."

Should's are a clear sign that it is not a heartfelt desire and
during the waning moon, you can lighten your load by
ditching all of the things on your 'should-do' list. Stay
focused on the absolute necessities and even then make
sure you plan your day so that you have a cut off time, a
point at which it doesn't matter how far along in a task you
are, you can stop and turn off, at least for a time.

I personally love to take a bath, go for a walk in nature,
chant or dance. All of these practices allow me to quiet my
mind, lean back into myself and let it all wash over me.

 

MAKE SPACE FOR YOURSELF

Sometimes it is not in our conditioning to let go, or to even
know how. This is a great exploration for you to embark on. 
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CHANTING

Sound has a powerful way of healing and restoring a
wholesome state of well-being. I have tried all sorts of
different sound healing techniques and one of my absolute
favourites is chanting. It is simple enough, and you don't
even have to have a good voice to do it!

There are many different types of chants in many different
languages, so you will likely find something that resonates
for you. I gather once a month on the full moon with a
chanting circle and together we share a collection of
beautiful Sanskrit mantras.

Mantra meditations help to induce an altered state of
consciousness, with sounds, words and phrases being
repeated over and over again the mind can relax which
allows the body to soften and the spirit to soar.

I thought one of the easiest ways to introduce you to this
practice is to share a couple of my favourite goddess
empowered chants. Check out the list on the next page. I
have included the chant title, and words, followed by a
translation for what it means. 

I have created a gorgeous mix of chants especially for your
Waning Moon Ritual - included in it are the two goddess
chants below. Check it out on Youtube.

Open my Youtube 
Sacred chants mix >
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Hema Durga LISTEN NOW>

Hema durga hema durga hema durga bagavan.

"Durga is also known as Mahamaya, or the great power of
illusion. On a cosmic scale, she represents the external or
material energy of the Supreme Spirit. It is this energy that
keeps all embodied beings in illusion, thinking that they
belong to this world, when in fact they are eternal spiritual
beings. According to Vedic scripture, as one progresses in
spiritual consciousness, Durga is transformed into
Yogamaya, the internal energy that lifts the illusion and
reveals the truth." 
 ~ Krishna Dharma

Goddess Chants

Om Tare Tuttare LISTEN NOW >

Om tare tuttare, ture swaha

Goddess Tara is the embodiment of enlightmed activity.
She is know to protect from fear and danger, heal iillness,
increase longevity and prospertity. On the ultimate level
she awakens our wisdom that we can realise the true
nature of reality.

Enjoy this amazing time of spaciousness and self care as
you rest, replenish and restore. Next week we will be
starting the ride all over again - Yeh'Ha!
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As you can see, I’m kind of obsessed with the moon. I’ve spent
years of my life dancing with her, mapping her cycles and mine,.
Reclaiming the wisdom that gives me the power to co-create a
harmonious life. 

It’s clear to me now, with more and more women reaching out
to me every day feeling disconnected and repeating patterns that
are causing burnout and frustration - this wisdom needs to be
shared, now more than ever!

That is why I am offering free Full and New Moon Rituals LIVE in
my private Facebook group. If you haven't already joined me I
welcome you with open arms to Daily Alchemy Women's Circle .

And if you want to venture even deeper,  
join me for a transformational journey into 
The Art of Ritual - Shamanic Living for 
Modern Women, where we 
will explore, awaken and empower your
cyclic nature & relationship to with life.
Click below to send me an email if your feeling
a soul guided YES!

Thank you again for sharing this magical journey!
Stay wild moon child.
With love,

If you would like to share your experience or feedback I would love to hear from
you, send me a quick email

 
 

or share a photo of yourself, your ritual space whatever may inspire your luna
journey with me on Facebook or Instagram

 
@dailyalchemyforwomen                    @daily.alchemy 

 
 
 

A Little Bit Obsessed...

jade@dailyalchemy.co.nz
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/dailyalchemyforwomen
http://www.instagram.com/daily.alchemy
https://www.facebook.com/dailyalchemyforwomen

